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WWF welcomes APP’s recent clarifications in June 2013 of its “forest conservation policy (FCP)” that it is
committed to “an absolute deadline of 31 August 2013 for all natural forest wood felled prior to 1 February
2013, to have reached its pulp mills. After this date, no natural forest fiber will be able to enter APP log
yards.”1, 2
However, WWF recommends that companies not buy products from Sinar Mas’s APP group and avoid
investing in their infrastructure expansion projects, until there is independent verification by NGOs that
APP’s “forest conservation policy” and this new commitment results in true avoidance of deforestation and
that NGOs and APP agree on paths towards restoration and protection of priority ecosystems and HCV
areas.
The Reason
WWF was cautiously optimistic at the launch of APP’s new forest conservation policy (FCP) in February
20133, 4. The policy is a step in the right direction to change course and move away from the company’s
history of deforestation.
WWF has participated in many of the FCP focus group discussions organized by APP since it rolled out the
policy. These focus group dicussions, as well as other meetings with APP since February and analysis by
NGOs, justify the concerns about the policy’s lack of conservation benefit for Sumatra 5, 6 and the lack of
commitment for restoration of the environmental and social damages that the company has caused 7.
Regarding the new commitment, WWF remains concerned that there are loopholes in this commitment
that fail to ensure that “no natural forest fiber will be able to enter APP log yards” after 31 August 2013 will
mean the same thing as “no deforestation”. The key reasons are:
Natural forest zoned as scrubland: APP’s policy and its implementation protocols published8 do
not provide clear thresholds, such as canopy closure level and above ground biomass carbon stock
or mixed tropical hardwood per hectare that would distinguish “natural forest” that their suppliers
would protect from “old scrub”, “regenerating forest” and “young scrub” that they could clear
after 31 August. The accuracy of land cover classification (high carbon stock assessment) also
remains to be seen. The latest incident of forest clearance moratorium violation in Riau9 warrants
our precautionary position questioning APP’s achievement of “zero deforestation”: APP’s “FCP
implementation team” categorized a relatively intact forest as “young and old scrub” and allowed
a supplier to clear it to supply MTH to APP’s pulp mill10, 11 (see photos below).
Inability of APP’s monitoring system to identify moratorium violations before NGOs found them12,
13, 14
, combined with the continued mixed tropical hardwood (MTH) supply to the mills after 31
August keep us concerned that MTH deriving from deforestation could continue unchecked.
WWF doubts that APP would have sufficient plantation fiber after 31 August 2013 for all its pulp
and paper mills globally, especially with the to-be-built South Sumatra mega mill. Thus we assume
that their mills would need to continue relying on MTH, potentially from deforestation.
The Solution
WWF wants APP to succeed in becoming a global leader as a deforestation-free company. WWF therefore
recommends that APP amend its policy with these clearly worded statements:

As of 31 August 2013, APP will rely exclusively on plantation fiber and not pulp any further mixed
tropical hardwood, no matter of what origin, in any of its mills worldwide. This would simplify the
wood sourcing system, prevent mistakes and streamline verification audits to ensure APP’s core
commitment to achieve “no deforestation”.
APP will commit to a process starting in 1 July 2013 with Indonesian NGOs to identify, restore and
protect priority ecosystems and HCV areas.

Photos taken on 29 May, during the joint verification audit by Eyes on the Forest, APP and The Forest
Trust15. This area was defined as “scrub” by APP and The Forest Trust rather than “natural forest,” and
therefore was considered exempt from the moratorium. The joint fly-over confirmed the dense natural
forest clear cut or in the process of being cleared. This area has peat soil deeper than 4 meters16 and
habitat for critically endangered Sumatran tiger17.
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